Partner Demo Program Quick Start Guide
Pre-requisites
An internet connection and a flash enabled browser
Optional - The Webalo client installed on your mobile device. The Webalo client may also be accessed
via your computers browser via this link https://s.webalo.net/client
Log in credentials to the Webalo Partner Demo server located here:
https://s.webalo.net
Send an email to support@webalo.com if you have not received yours.

Webalo Client
Please download the Webalo client for your device by either search the app store or by clicking the links
below.
iOS: https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/webalo/id414804572?mt=8
Android: https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.webalo.up.ua.android&hl=en

Users
A user has been created for you on the Webalo demo server (log in credentials as above) that allows you
to connect to the administrative site (AW) as well as on the Webalo client on your device.
You can log into the AW and create as many users as you would like with any access you would like to
grant them (end user or admin). If you do create users make sure you give them the server info along
with their login credentials. Note that any new user you add you will also have to grant them access to
the applications in your domain. You can do this via the Manage Users and Access option in your
Webalo account.
To assist you in creating multiple users in your account, there is a Users Upload Template found in the
Config Example link on this page. Simply fill in the information for each user and upload on the Review
Users step in the AW.

Apps
Contained in your demo account are a series of pre-built applications for you to demo. We will be
adding to this as time goes by. If there are apps you would like to see, please send ideas to
support@webalo.com. This is a live account and you will have admin access to this account. If for some
reason the apps stop working or somehow get misconfigured, you can re-import the initial set of apps.
There is a zip file in the Demo Zip Files section on this page for this purpose. Included in that section is a
document covering how to import applications.

Features in the demo
The demo consists of two main Workflow type demos that are outlined in the demo walkthrough
documents (Salesforce Enablement and Predix). These series of apps illustrate how Webalo allows you
to build related app workflows. They are also constructed to show two-way flow of data. We both read
and write data in these demos. Please review the demo walkthroughs carefully to make sure you fully
understand how to run the device side demos.
There are other standalone apps in this account that show connectivity to SharePoint and Service Now
as well as a few basic reports that show our charting ability. These are smaller workflow type apps that
run against their corresponding systems (real enterprise systems not mockups). Please feel free to run
these as much as you need. Many individuals will be exercising these applications. If you see something
in the data or in the app that doesn’t look right, please send an email to support@webalo.com – let us
know which app it is and we’ll do our best to correct the issue.

Configs
In addition to the device side demos in this account, there is a set of configurations available to you
should you want to demo building apps. Please visit Config Example on the Partner Demo page for the
full script. The configurations connect to and extend the Salesforce Enablement demo and are an easy
way to show how simple our app building capabilities are. It is recommended that you run through the
configuration examples several times before attempting to show a prospect.

Ticketing
If you encounter any issue whatsoever using the Partner Demo page or system please initiate a ticket via
the Ticketing System link on the main page. Someone from support will get back to you within 24 hours.

Training
Along with the full suite of training documents and videos on our support site, the above configuration
manual is an excellent place to learn additional features of the Webalo product.

Welcome to Webalo
We are very excited to have you as a partner and hope that you have everything you need to be
successful If you need support of any kind, please email support@webalo.com and we will be happy to
help in any way we can.

